


Uniswap (UNI)

Axie Infinity has been continuously surging since October 21st, impacted by Facebook rebranding around

Based on the Ethereum blockchain, Uniswap is the largest yield
farming protocol to date. The exchange native token, UNI is trading
at $12.32 today with a trading volume of  $234,907,812.

UNIUSD lost over 40% of its value in the last sell-off and it is
currently above a critical liquidity area on the monthly timeframe.
The last 2 weekly candles have already announced the arrival of the
bulls to the game, as the price is slightly bouncing off the $10-$9
support. 

On the fundamental side, traders are awaiting announcements
regarding Uniswap V4, which is promising to revolutionise the
finance industry. So far, the exchange has successfully deployed V2
and V3 which introduced flash swaps, better-concentrated liquidity,
and lower crypto gas fees. 

The upcoming V4 alongside the addition of new projects to the
chain, such as Polygen, could be a major catalyst for a price surge
in 2022. 

https://themarketperiodical.com/2021/10/29/axie-infinity-price-analysis-axs-coin-testing-the-resistance-expecting-a-breakout/


PancakeSwap (CAKE) 
 

Axie Infinity has been continuously surging since October 21st, impacted by Facebook rebranding around

PancakeSwap ranks second by market capitalisation within yield
farming. The decentralised exchange is the largest sub-protocol on the
Binance Smart Chain (BSC).  

Investors are placing CAKE on their watchlists as the team has released
a detailed roadmap for 2022. The most popular exchange on BSC will
come up with several updates in Q1 2022 such as a new Syrup pool,
perpetual trading, and fixed-term staking. The launching of an Initial
Farm Offering 3.1 (IFO) and the new syrup pools are probably the two
biggest products in the pipeline. 

Technical indicators show that CAKEUSD is now in a price discovery
phase with the asset now trading below the $9-$8 historical low. If the
pair start witnessing buying pressure, long-trades in the medium term
could provide ROIs above 90%, with the first target being the $20
psychological area. It is worth highlighting that the risk-to-reply ratio is
very favourable at this point for any long position.  

 
 

https://themarketperiodical.com/2021/10/29/axie-infinity-price-analysis-axs-coin-testing-the-resistance-expecting-a-breakout/
https://www.bsc.news/post/cryptonomics-initial-farm-offerings-explanied


Curve DAO Token (CRV)
 

Axie Infinity has been continuously surging since October 21st, impacted by Facebook rebranding around

Curve occupies the third position in the ranking with a market
capitalisation of $1.513B. The decentralised stablecoin exchange,
whose liquidity is managed by an automated market maker, is in a
50% drawdown from all-time highs which is dragging the attention of
investors.

Curve Finance’s native token, CRV, is trading at $3.44 USD with a
trading volume of $332,904,534 (27% increase in the last 24-hours).
The ascending trendline (highlighted in blue) combined with the 61.8%
region of Fibonacci could provide substantial gains if the bullish
momentum sustains.  
 
The protocol, which consists of a complex time-based staking system,
has been gaining traction in the last few quarters, nonetheless, the
team hasn't disclosed in broad terms their roadmap for this year.
Investors are now waiting for the team to confirm updates and
improvements are delivered.

 
 

https://themarketperiodical.com/2021/10/29/axie-infinity-price-analysis-axs-coin-testing-the-resistance-expecting-a-breakout/


Yearn.finance (YFI)
 

Axie Infinity has been continuously surging since October 21st, impacted by Facebook rebranding around

Yearn Finance, the DeFi platform running on Ethereum and
allowing users to optimize their earnings on crypto assets, ranks
fifth with a market capitalisation of $928.464M.  At the time of this
report, YFIUSD is trading at $25,359.75 with a 24-hour trading
volume of $130,538,054. 

The market structure of the pair is showing a strong consolidation
on the monthly and weekly timeframe, with the asset unable to
break the $40K mark since July 21'. For YFIUSD to revisit all-time
highs the price must close above the $40K supply zone. If bulls fail
to hold the current demand zone, the price could retest the $10K
historical low. 

The open-source lending protocol has not yet disclosed their 2022
roadmap but investors believing in this project are confident the
business proposal could change the token economy. 

 
 

https://themarketperiodical.com/2021/10/29/axie-infinity-price-analysis-axs-coin-testing-the-resistance-expecting-a-breakout/


Compound (COMP) 
 

The algorithmic protocol, Compound, is within the top 10 yield farming
ranking just below Yearn Finance with a total capitalization of $ 911.567M.
The platform has escalated in ranking substantially as the protocol remains
a favorite among developers due to its unique autonomous interest rate
protocol.

COMP attracts a lot of attention due to its revolutionary protocol that creates
a wide liquidity asset through the establishment of interest rates and the use
of algorithms that adjust these values   in real-time and in a decentralized
way. 

COMPUSD is on the radar of many investors as the asset is officially
bouncing from its all-time lows. Thus, its risk-to-reward ratio remains
significantly attractive for all types of traders.  The pair is currently trading at  
$137 with a 24-hour trading volume of $94,756,829. The next upside target
is the $530 region.  For the price to reach this target, bulls must manage to
close above the weekly descending channel highlighted on the chart.  

 

 
 




